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ABSTRACT
The relative simplicity of MOS integrated circuit design in conjunction with the emergence of standard formats to describe the
corresponding mask geometries has made it possible for systems
architects themselves to design custom integrated circuits, leading to much more compact systems realizations.
A novel approach to integrated circuit design. which has been
used successfully at several major universities in the United States
of America. requires only a minimum of computing hardware, a
modest investment in software development. and virtually no
specific knowledge about the physics of silicon devices. The use of
relaxed and simplified design rules leads to portable. scalable. and
thus durable layouts which can be handled even by the novice
designer. The details of the actual silicon chip implementation can
be hidden from the designer through the use of a well defined.
standardized interface to the mask making house and to the wafer
fabrication line. The systems designers can thus devote their full
attention to important issues of hierarchical structuring and systems partitioning.

International Seminar on the Teaching 0/ Computing Science,'
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1. THE CHALLENGE OF VLSI

Two revolutions relevant to integrated circuit design have occurred in
parallel during the last 3-5 years. VLSI technology has continued its rapid evolution and will soon provide the capability to place 1,000,000 transistors on a single chip. This will make it possible to implement very sophisticated systems
within a single integrated circuit. The design of these systems becomes an ever
more demanding task. Gordon Moore

1

even claimed that there is no technolog-

ical limit to the progress of VLSI systems, but that the real limitation lies within
the designers themselves who don't know what to do with this new capability.
At the same time , through the teachings and the book by Mead and Conway
2

a whole new group of people were introduced to IC design. Systems designers

and people with a primary orientation towards software suddenly found that LSI
design was a learnable skill that did not require extensive training in solid-state
physics or device technology. Using a top-down approach these people were at
least as successful in their implementations of complicated projects as electrical engineers with more classical training in circuit design. The approach to LSI
design introduced by Mead and Conway relies on rather strict constraints of the
design space and on many drastic simplifications of the circuit models
employed. It stresses a highly structured top-down approach, encouraging the
systems designers to handle the design from inception to the actual layout of
the silicon chip.
Spurred by the insights of the new systems designers, it now has become
clear that VLSI is more than just a large amount of LSI. The complexity of a VLSI
system has reached a threshold where the organization of the chip plays a crucial role. The interconnections can readily become the dominant feature on a
large integrated circuit if layout topology is not given sutIicient attention from
the beginning. The selection of the algorithm to implement a particular systems
function is crucial; it cannot be based solely on the minimum number of operations, but must include considerations of inherent parallelism, overall power
consumption, and the ease with which it can be mapped into the twodimensional space of a silicon wafer.
No practical figure of merit has yet been developed for this new metric of
VLSI design. Our languages and notations are insufficient to deal with a high
degree of arbitrary concurrency except for regular problems, such as vector or
matrix operations. Tools to help us map general algorithms into regular, twodimensional layouts are not yet sutIiciently developed.
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This situation raises some tough questions. HoW' is it possible to reconcile
these contradictory trends? On the one side. VLSI otTers a rapidly increasing
capability that makes design and layout tasks ever more demanding. and on the
other side . the new metric of VLSI forces the systems designers to study the
trade-otTs between algorithms and layout more carefully. thus forcing them to
span a larger range of an already staggering task. Everybody agrees that the
old ways of doing things are no longer adequate. but it is not clear what new
meth ods or tools should take their place. This paper will try to contribute to the
discussion of these issues.

2. THE NEW CHIP DESIGNERS
Mead and Conway emphasize the importance of the system designer carrying the design through all specification levels (Table 1) down to the actual layout.

The expectation is that the combination of a high-level viewpoint with a

thorough understanding of the implementation techniques can yield significantly
improved solutions. A designer who understands the layout task and the implementation trade-offs can select better algorithms that lead to more concurrent
or more regular layouts as well as more power efficient implementation. If the
proper decisions are ma de at the highest level. rather than in the details of the
actual implementation. the potential payoff can be considerably higher. These
trade-offs between implementations and selection of the proper algorithms can
only be achieved with great difficulties if a whole hierarchy of specialists hand
the design through all successive levels of refinement (Table 1).
In many industrial environments. designers are specialists who transform
the description of a system or subsystem from one particular level to the next
lower level in the above hierarchy. Mead has labeled this specialist the "short.
fat" designer. who knows all about this particular transformation and who will.
within the limitations of his narrow viewpoint. do an outstanding job for this particular

step

towards

implementation.

The

new.

recommended

breed

of

designers are of the "tall. thin" type. They know enough about all the various
refinement steps to carry a design single-handedly from top to boltom through
all levels .
The crucial question is: Can. and does. such a "tall. thin" designer really
exist? Is he/she a rare occurrence like Leonardo da Vinci or Mme Curie? Can
such a designer have enough breadth to make reasonable trade-ofTs in the horizontal direction. e.g. properly choose the right implementation technology?
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Table 1
lbrious Levels oJ Systems Specifica.tions

System application
Functional specification
Architectural definition
Register transfer implementation
Logic level description
Device level circuitry
Layout geometry
Mask patterns
Wafer processing

Evidence from many projects done at universities or in industry indicates that
such a designer type does indeed exist in more than just single quantities.
Assuming the existence of a law of constant volume of a designer's knowledge
and capabilities, how can this be explained?
The "tall, thin" designer is filling the role of the systems engineer. The reason that he can carry designs personally through all design stages to the final
implementation is that he does not stand alone. but exists in a suitably structured design environment with suitable design aids at his command. While in a
more traditional setting. the project or systems engineer is supported in a
direct personal manner by a pyramid of "short. fat" specialists. the "tall. thin"
designer must be supported by a set of tools that have been created by a group
of "short. fat" software designers.

3. GE'ITlNG THE JOB DONE
The new metric of VLSI design and the new design style have also changed
the importance of the various steps towards a layout of a VLSI circuit. VLSI systems are potentially so complex that there Can be only one overriding concern:
getting the job done in such a manner that a working system results. Obtaining
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a functional system in

Ii

reasonable amount of time and with an acceptable

amount of etTort is THE dominant aspect. For many custom-specified systems.
the issues of chip utilization. maximum obtainable performance. and minimized
power consumption are entirely secondary as long as the solution falls within
acceptable limits.
The best chance to fit a solution within such limits is obtained through the
use of a structured. top-down approach in which the major optimizations are
done at the highest level. Stepwise retlnements should be carried out with a
constant search for possible trade-otTs with the original decisions made at the
higher levels. The use of suitable abstractions and notations at all levels make
the task clearly visible and make it possible to study the trade-otTs with minimal
distraction.

To minimize visual, notational, and mental clutter. different

abstractions will have to be used at different levels. Graphical illustrations of
the algorithms considered and floor plans of the chip might be used at the
highest levels; sticks diagrams and symbolic icons for well-known modules from
a cell library are the proper representation at the circuit/layout level.
Perfectionism at the lower levels can become detrimental to the main goal
of getting the job done. Trying to squeeze out the last micron in the layout may
le ad the designer to overlook topological improvements. such as the possibility
of mirroring every other cell so that pairs can share a contact. No amount of
squeezing the geometry can make up for such a missed chance at a higher level.
This obsession with layout density is a result of the traditional main goal of
minimizing chip area. This orientation is provoked by fear of a drastic yield
penalty if the chip size exceeds a certain technology dependent limit. However.
once the number of transistors is fixed. packing them more densely in the random parts of the layout may not improve yield as much as one might expect;
because of the looser packing. yield will not have the strong. exponential dependence on chip area. Moreover. overly tight packing increases the possibility for
design errors. necessitates substantial repacking after minor modifications. and
may therefore lead to substantial time loss. The real costs of delayed market
introduction of a new product are frequently overlooked.
The help of computerized tools is another crucial factor towards the main
goal of getting the job done. There are many drab. well understood chores in
VLSI design and layout that can easily be done by a computer. Many of these
tasks are CPU bound and have long execution times. Thus CAD tools need to be
built with an eye on efficiency. Often a small restriction on design freedom may

pay big in terms of the etTectiveness of a tool. As an example. consider a recent
reissue of a circuit extractor that was specifically designed for Manhattan circuits; the net performance improvement over the previous version that was able
to handle arbitrary geometries was more than an order of magnitude.
It is a well understood fact that the design tools used will infiuence the
design style and method of their user. This may be philosophically unsatisfactory. However. if a certain task can be ott-loaded to the computer with very high
confidence that it will be properly executed. or if a drastic reduction in execution time will result. most designers will gladly accept some restriction of their
design space. The RISC I processor 3 designed in Spring of 1981 at U.C.Berkeley
used only Manhattan features and the simple A-based layout rules. This restriction was an important factor in the relatively short time it took to get the job
done.

4. DESIGN TOOLS

To a large extent, commercial custom-designed ICs are still designed with
the help of rather primitive tools: pencils, Mylar, and - erasers. Even though
most design houses own sophisticated CAD equipment, it is not readily used by
the design engineers. Often these work stations are a precious resource and
thus reserved for the use by highly trained specialists. Other reasons why the
engineers may prefer to do their work on Mylar are poorly designed interactive
interfaces or frustratingly slow response times. Thus many designs will actually
be done with paper and pencil and will be entered subsequently into the CAD system in "batch mode" by trained clerks.
A well-designed interface , ready availability of the design tools, and an
integrated fiexible design environment are the keys to enhanced designer productivity. At the University of California at Berkeley we have adopted a "toolbox" approach.

We believe that ideas on VLSI design are still changing too

rapidly to permit the construction of a rigid design system. A rich set of fiexible
and etTicient tools, embedded in a suitable operating system will give the
designers the freedom to construct on the fiy their own custom-made design
systems, tailored to particular tasks at hand 4.
As an absolute minimum starter kit the designer must have access to convenient input means, such as an interactive graphics terminal or a user-friendly
layout language, and output means for check plots. It is highly desirable that
checking routines such as circuit extraction and layout rule checking are also
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readily available. No serious design should be submitted for fabrication without
having undergone such a checks. For the start-up designer such services are
presently available commercially.

5. IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES: THE SILICON FOUNDRY CONCEPT
A lol of the designer's energy can be saved if they need not worry aboul lhe
nitty-grilty delails of lhe actual implementation of the silicon wafer. Interaction
with lhe mask house and fab line and the attention to such details as mask
polarities, alignment marks, test structures, and scribe lines, as is required in a
lraditional environment, is rather tedious and time consuming . Thus the introduction of a proper implementation service, in the spirit of a film processing lab,
is highly de sira ble from the designer's point of view.
This has lead to the concept of the "Silicon Foundry" 5. Basically this is a
service that takes care of the implementation process for integrated circuits
designed by independent customers. It accepts IC layout specifications in a
standardized description and delivers finished chips at an affordable price and
with reasonably fast turn around time . The first emerging service organizations
typically accept mask descriptions in CIF2.0 6 or other unambiguous low-level
geometry languages. In return, the customer will obtain bare wafers or packaged, but untested, chips. Customer acceptance of the product is based solely
on measurements made on special test structures and on a process control
monitor. It is crucial that such an implementation service is available to the
small customer who may have only a small pilot lot, and that he can obtain prototypes at reasonable cost and with modest turnaround time.
Closely tied in with the concept of a silicon foundry, one can often hear the
request for a very short implementation cycle. Some of the multi-project chip
runs administered by Xerox PARC 7 have had turnaround times of less than a
month; the first foundries promise implementation times of eight weeks. Considering the fact that the product definition time and the design and verification
period normally are considerably longer, this is an acceptable turnaround time.
Rather than a reliance on fast turnaround and testing, to verify that the chip
actually works as desired, the emphasis should be on suitable simulation and
verification techniques. Such techniques should be able to find all the simple
flaws

that could be revealed by laboratory testing.

The

more intricate

deficiencies related to systems performance and user interaction will typically
reveal itself only during field trials of the chip. Proper simulation of the chip will
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yield high confidence of functional correctness and predict with fair accuracy
the performance of the chip. Iteration of chip implementations should then be
limited to product redefinitions based on prototype evaluation in the field trial.
For this kind of update. actual chip fabrication is typically not the dominating
step in a long sequence of events such as chip operation. evaluation. determining what is wrong. deciding on what action to take. layout change. and simulation and/or verification of the revised chip; extremely fast turnaround is thus
not so important.
There are problems and concerns from both the customer and the foundry
side. Venture capitalists introducing such an implementation service will have
to ask themselves: Is such a silicon foundry economically viable? Should it have
its own fab line or merely be a brokerage service selling services on the existing
lines in major semiconductor houses? Can sufficient capacity be found if one of
the customer devices suddenly gets so successful that a million devices per
month are required? The customer will be worried. on the other hand. whether
an implementation service. without a solid baseline of a product such as a continuing fabrication run of RAM parts. can guarantee consistent performance.
And: Will the service to the small customer suddenly disappear when one particular product promises to become a really big runner? Because of such questions there will probably be a wide variety of different services offered. and the
scene of the silicon foundries will remain a rather dynamic one.

6. INTERFACE TO THE I1IIPLEMENTATION SERVICE
A prerequisite for the smooth operation of any implementation service is
the definition of a clean and standardized interface to the designer. The design
has to be specified in a standard. unambiguous formal. Acceptance tests must
be simple enough to be done in a routine manner. but must still be a true indicator of the expected performance of standard circuit elements. Table 1 shows a
whole spectrum of possible levels of system specifications.

In principal the

interface to the implementation service could occur at anyone of these levels.
Ideally the interface should be at the highest possible level. so that the designer
is effectively protected from as many details of the implementation process as
possible. On the other hand. it is often desirable for the designer to remain in
control of the layout lest he not give up the potential gains stemming from his
insights about the proper topological mappings of the chosen algorithms.

1 51

The interface is currently at the mask geometry level. For the simple NMOS
process the relationship between physical features and mask geometry is rather
straightforward. As the technology moves towards the more complicated bulk
CMOS processes, involving ten or more mask levels, the detailed design of the
actual mask geometries required for fabrication may be outside the range of
meaningful tasks for the systems engineer. Furthermore, the diversity of CMOS
processes is considerably larger, and thus the final set of masks is less portable
than in the case of NMOS. For CMOS it may be more appropriate to let the
designer define the salient features desired on the silicon chip and to let the
proper set of mask geometries be constructed as part of the implementation
service.
As an example, let's look at the gate, source and drain regions of the p- and
n-channel devices in bulk CMOS devices.

It would be most natural for the

designer to delineate the polysilicon gates. and the n+ and p+ areas. In reality
the actual masks may look quite different. There may be a single thin oxide
mask defining both types of active source / drain areas.

On the other hand.

there might be two separate masks for the polysilicon layer. defining gates for
the n-channel and p-channel devices separately, in order to obtain an efficient
self-aligned process that requires no separate masks for the doping of the n+
and p+ regions. The actual mask geometries needed can typically be computed
in a simple, unambiguous manner from the device features desired. Thus the
implementation service could carry out this step after it has identified the fabrication line for the particular run.
Naturally. the question arises whether the interface could be moved to an
even higher level of abstraction, say the sticks level.

It would then be the

responsibility of the implementation service to compact the layout as far as possible. given the exact set of geometrical layout rules of the fabrication line used.
However this raises a whole new set of interesting issues. The total amount of
compaction may affect circuit performance in nontrivial ways. Particularly in
the domain of analog circuits, layout modifications cannot be separated from
extensive simulation of the circuit. Who will be responsible when the operational
amplifier suddenly oscillates?

Putting the designer/implementer interface

through this layout-modification/ circuit-simulation loop seems rather impractical. On the other hand. the sticks level interface may be appropriate at the
higher block levels in digital circuits. where the compaction is limited to the
random wiring channels between well defined, unalterable cells. In this case.
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which is closely related to a standard cell approach B. the bulk of the wiring is
considered uncritical for circuit operation. except for specified paths for which
wiring delay constraints may be explicitly stated.

Table 2
Comparison between
IC DESIGN
and
PROGRAMMING

Mann. MEBES format

Machine language

Mask geometry CIF2.0

Assembler language

A-based conceptual features

Intermediate code

Symbolic description

Basic, ...

Subcircuits, explicit connections

Pascal. Simula, ...

Protected, abstract modules

Ada, ...

Self-generating layouts

LISP ....

Functional specifications

Specification languages

7. SOITlrARE ENGINEERING AND VLSI DESIGN
An interesting observation has been made in the VLSI courses taught over

the last four years and during the projects supervised in the same time frame:
The students with a strong software background often handle the task of designing a complex project chip more effectively than the students with a classical
training in electrical engineering. The former have learned through several programming courses to tackle a big project. such as a compiler or an operating
system. and to break it down into manageable pieces. This formal. hands-on
introduction to complexity management is missing in our undergraduate
engineering curriculum; yet it is a vital skill for the successful VLSI designer.
On the whole. we must conclude that VLSI layout is not yet as mature as
software engineering and that there is a lot that can be learned from programming. Notions that have only just started to formally enter the domain of VLSI
design are the use of a properly structured top-down approach with cleanly
defined

interfaces

and

suitable
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abstractions.

as

well

as

integrated

documentation. A good programmer knows what is available from the library.
He makes heavy use of the available library modules and structures his program
so that he can use these modules effectively.
The problems and solution in the t wo areas are quite similar. In both areas
programmer / designer productivity is of utmost concern. The number of lines
of code written or the number of items placed into a layout averages only 5 to 10
per day over the full design cycle of a real system. The way to make progress is
thus to move to higher levels of abstraction, to use higher level languages, to
place more complicated items, and thus to get more "function" implemented
per unit time . Most layouts are still done at the equivalent of the assembler
level (Table 2). Silicon assemblers are just making their way into the industrial
environment in the form of PLA and ROM generators. The concept of a silicon
compiler has been demonstrated with such programs as Bristle Blocks 9. Yet
the development of suitable high-level languages for les is severely lagging
behind the corresponding developments in the software area (Table 2).
As VLSI chips g r ow in complexity, they will also grow in diversity. If a whole
system has to be integrated on a chip, the latter has to include the interfaces,
too.

In real systems, these interfaces tend to be rather complicated and

diverse. While the core of the system, i.e. the actual task to be performed, may
require the most ingenuity on part of the designer in order to meet certain timing or performance specifications, the peripheral circuits will require the bulk of
the work .
The similarities with large programs or programming systems cannot be
i 4t

.1 t

overlooked. Often parts relating to the user interface or the exception handling
routines also amount for the bulk of the code. Libraries and standardization of
these mechanisms may help to reduce programming chores.

Nevertheless,

these parts, in programming or in VLSI systems, are unlikely to ever come out of
fully automated systems. It is thus imperative that the designer be given suitable aids for the implementation of these "random" portions of a chip. Extensive cell libraries and programs for automatic or semi-automatic placement and
wiring would be a tremendous help. Such aids, currently under de velopment,
will soon be taken for granted, just as no high-level programmer would want to
do the job of the loader and linker for assembler level programs.
While many of the low-level subsystems will be correct by construction, the
overall high-level functionality of the system will not necessarily be correct on
the first try. Extensive verification and simulation is thus mandatory. This task
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can be simplified if the designer database contains the proper information, Le.
the intended function and interface specifications of all subcircuits, properly
defined terminal points and suitably labeled signal paths. Here we find a direct
parallel to the declaration part of high-level programming languages and notions
of strong type checking. Because of these many commonalities, a strong cross
fertilization between the areas of programming and CAD for VLSI can be
expected. Just as the secret to improved programmer productivity lies in a
suitable programming environment, there can be no doubt that the key to successful VLSI design also lies in the development of suitable software.
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Discussion
Professor Lewin argued that an intimate knowledge of the
technology used was necessary to achieve adequate performance for a
useful system, and that the computer science "heresy" of ignoring the
need for such knowledge was dangero~s. Drofessor Michaelson pointed
out that computer scientists had ample experience of the design and
construct jon 'f complex systems for specific performance
requirements.

Referring

to

the

implementation process

described,

Professor Randell remarked that the approach sounded like a defence

of batch processing. The speaker agreed, and argued that it was more
effective to improve the performance of simulators than speed up the
fabrication cycle (unless the latter could be reduced to a turn-round
time measured in minutes). In response to a query from
Professor Wells about the flow of people between groups, he said
that there had been very little movement, even within groups;
computer-based message services and "bulletin boards" were used in
preference to physical meetings (with their scheduling problems).
Dr.

Rideout mentioned the high costs for a lightly loaded

fabrication line, and the problems in getting access to current
technology. Professor Sequin accepted that it would inevitably be
last year's technology that was used - but at a very reasonable cost;
ror the kind of projects attempted, tr - differences between LSI and
VLSI, for example, were not very significant. In the same vein,
Professor Katzenelson said he had the impression that performance
had been sacrificed for standardisation - the speaker again accepted
that they had indeed traded off performance for abstraction, but that
the results had been quite good enough for their purpose.
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ABSTRACT
The Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) Project investigates an alternative to the general trend towards computers with
increasingly complex instruction sets. By a judicious choice of a
proper set of instructions and the design of a corresponding architecture, one can obtain a machine with a high effective throughput.
The simplicity of the instruction set and addressing modes allows
most instructions to execute in a single machine cycle, and the
simplicity of each instruction guarantees a short cycle time. This
machine also has a much shorter design time.
Such a computer is being implemented as part of a four quarter sequence of graduate courses in which students propose and
evaluate architectural ideas, design VLSI components, integrate
these components into a single chip, and finally test the actual
chip. The architecture of RISC and the set of CAD tools with which
this chip was designed will be described.

Interna.tiona.l Semina.r on the Te a.ching 01 Computing Science:
Very La.rge Sca.le Integralion
Newc astle upon Tyne, Engla.nd, Sept. 8-11, 1981.
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1. nrrRODUCTlON
The Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) Project investigates new
ideas in VLSI computer design. Rather than following the general trend to ever
more complicated architectures, RISC explores the opposite end of the design
space. We found that a judicious choice of a small set of the most often used
instructions combined with an architecture tailored to fast execution of all
instructions in

~b;'3

set can indeed result in a machine of surprisingly high

etTective throughput. The simplicity of the instruction set leads to a small control section and to a comparatively short machine cycle. This approach is thus
more suitable for single-chip implementation since it makes more effective use
of the limited resources of present-day VLSI chips such as number of transistors, area, and power consumption

1.

Furthermore it dramatically reduces the

long design times. and the high incidence of architectural design fiaws and
inconsistencies typically associated with the first prototypes of computers of
traditional design.
Students taking part in a multi:term course sequence designed two
different NMOS versions of such a microprocessor, called RISe 1. The "Gold"
group (Fitzpatrick. Foderero. Peek, Peshkess, and Van Dyke) designed a complete 32-bit microprocessor which is currently being fabricated by MOSIS 2. The
"Blue" group (Katevenis and Sherburne) started from the basic organization of
the Gold processor, but introduced a more sophisticated timing scheme in order
to reduce the area of the chip and to shorten the machine cycle. At present
only the data path of this more ambitious design has been finished.

2. DESIGN GOALS FOR RISC I

At the onset of the design of RISe I we defined tl:le following goals and constraints: (a) Find a reasonable compromise between high performance for highlevel language programs and a simple, single-chip implementation; (b) make the
size of all instructions equal to one word and execute all instructions in one
machine cycle; (c) emphasize register oriented instructions and restrict
memory access to the LOAD and STORE instructions. The resulting architecture
has 31 instructions in two formats, uses 32-bit addresses, and supports B-, 16-,
and 32-bit data.
When new architectures are designed with the needs of high-level language
programming in mind, it should not matter to the user whether such a computer system is implemented mostly by hardware or mostly by software,
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provided the system hides any lower levels from the programmer S. Given this
framework, the role of the architect is to build a cost-et!ective system by deciding which pieces of the system should be in hardware and which in software.
The selection of languages for consideration in RISC I was intiuenced by our
environmenl; we chose 'C' and Pascal since lhere is a large user community and
considerable local expertise. Given the limited number of transistors that can
be inlegrated into a single chip compuler, most of lhe pieces of a RISC high-level
language system are in software, wilh hardware support for only the most timeconsuming events.
To delermine which conslrucls are used mosl frequently, we sludied the
relative dynamic frequency of high-level language slalemenls. To determine
which slatements use the most time in the execution of lypical programs, we
looked at lhe code produced by lypical versions of each of lhese statements and
multiplied the frequency of occurrence of each statement with the corresponding number of machine instructions or memory references. Table 1 thus gives a
better estimate of lhe relative "cost" of each stalement lype.

Table 1.

Weighted Rela.tive Frequency of HLL Sta.tements.
(ordered by memory references)
statements

HLL
call/return
loops
assign
if
begin
with
case
goto

HLL
<I occurrence)
p
C
12±1
4±O
36±5
24±7
20±1
4±1
1±1

-

WEIGHTED
<N memo ref.)
C
P

WEIGHTED
<N instr.)
P
C

12±5
3±1
3B±15
43±17

<1±1
3±1

30±3
40±3
12±2
11±3
5±O
l±O
1±1

-

33±14
32±6
13±5
21±B

-

1±1
O±O

43±4
32±2
14±2
7±2
2±O
l±O
1±1

-

45±19
26±5
15±6
13±5

1±1
O±O

The dala in lhis lable indicates lhat lhe procedure call/relurn is lhe most
time-consuming operation in lypical high-level language programs. Olher statistics taken on the occurrence of various operands emphasize lhe imporlance of
local variables and constants. The RISC I hardware directly supports these conslructs, while the less frequent operations are implemented with subroulines 4.
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Table 2.
hSRrnbtl! Langua.ge Dtrftnition lor RISe
IDlItr.
ADD
ADDC
SUB
SUBC
RSUB
RSUBC
AND
OR
XOR
SLL
SRL
SRA

Operands

Comments
~

LDL
LOSU
LDSS
LDBU
LOBS
STL
STS
STB

S1,S2,Rd
S1,S2,Rd
S1,S2,Rd
S1,S2,Rd
S1,S2.Rd
Sl.S2.Rd
Sl.S2.Rd
SI.S2.Rd
Sl.S2.Rd
Sl.S2.Rd
Sl.S2.Rd
S1.S2.Rd
(Rx)X.Rd
(Rx)X.Rd
(Rx)X.Rd
(Rx)X.Rd
(Rx)X.Rd
Rm.(Rx)X
Rm.(Rx)X
Rm.(Rx)X

JMP
JMPR
CALL
CALLR
RET
CALUNT
RETINT

COND.X(Rm)
COND.Y
Rm,x(Rn)
Rm.Y
Rm,x
Rm
Rm

Rd ~ M[Rx+X]
Rd ~ M[Rx+X]
Rd ~ M[Rx+X]
Rd ~ M[Rx+X]
Rd ~ M[Rx+X]
M[Rx+X] ~ Rm
M[Rx+X] ~ Rm
M[Rx+X] ~ Rm
pc ~ X+Rm
conditional jump
pc ~ pc + Y
conditional relative
Rm ~ pc; next pc ~ X+ Rn. CWP-Rm ~ pc; next pc ~ pc + Y, CWP-pc ~ Rm+X, CWP++
Rm ~ last pc; next CWP-pc ~ Rm + X; next CWP++; enable INT

LDHI
GTLPC
GETPSW
PUTPSW

Rm,Y
Rm
Rm
Rm

Rm ~ last pc
Rm ~ PSW
PSW ~ Rm

Rd
Rd
Rd
Rd
Rd
Rd
Rd
Rd
Rd
Rd
Rd
Rd

~
~

~
~

~
~

~
~
~
~

~

S1 + S2
S 1 + S2 + carry
S1 - S2
S1 - 52 - carry
S2 - S1
S2 - S 1 - carry
S1 & S2
SII S2
S1 xor S2
S 1 shifted by S2
S 1 shifted by S2
S 1 shifted by S2

Rm<31:13>~Y; Rm<12:0>~O

integer add
add with carry
integer subtract
subtract with carry
integer subtract
subtract with carry
logical AND
logical OR
logical EXCLUSIVE OR
shift left logical
shift right logical
shift right arithmetic
load long
load short unsigned
load short signed
load byte unsigned
load byte signed
store long
store short
store byte

load immediate high
get last pc
load stat us word
set status word

3. BASlC ARCIllTEcruRE OF RISC I
As shown in Table 2. RISe I instructions can be grouped into four categories:
arithmetic-logical. memory access. branch. and miscellaneous.

Instructions,

addresses. data. and registers are 32 bits. All the arithmetic. logical. and shift
instructions operate between registers. Register O. which contains the hardwired value zero. permits the synthesis of additional operations and addressing
modes. The execution time of a RISe I cycle is given by the time it takes to read
a register. perform an ALU operation. and store the result back into a register.
This execution cycle is overlapped with the prefetch of the next instruction.
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Load and store instructions move data between registers and memory.
These instructions use two CPU cycles. We decided to make an exception to our
original constraint of single cycle execution, rather than to extend the general
cycle to permit a complete memory access.

There are eight variations of

memory access instructions to accommodate sign-extended or zero-extended
B-bit, l6-bit, and 32-bit data. Although there appears to be only one addressing
mode, "index plus displacement", "absolute" and "register indirect" addressing can be synthesized by using register 0 which contains a hard-wired zero.
Branch instructions include call, return, conditional and unconditional
jump. The conditional instructions are the standard set used originally in the
PDP-ll and found in most l6-bit microprocessors today. Most of the innovative
features of RISC are found in call, return, and jump; they will be discussed in
subsequent sections.

Table 3.
RISe I Basic Instruction Format.

OPCODE<?>
OPCODE<?>
OPCODE<?>

SCC<l>
SCC<1>
SCC<1>

DEST<5>
DEST<5>
DEST<5>

SORC2<5>
SORC1<5> I IMF<1> I
SORC1<5> I IMF<1> I IMM.OPRD.<13>
IMMEDIATE OPERAND <19>

Table 3 shows the 32-bit format used by register-to-register instructions,
memory access instructions, and branch instructions. For register-to-register
instructions DEST selects one of the 32 registers as the destination of the result
of the operation which itself is performed on the registers specified by SORCl
and SORC2. If IMF= 0, the low order five bits of SORC2 specify a register; if
IMF= 1. the second operand is a sign-extended l3-bit constant. Because of the
frequency of occurrence of integer constants in high-level language programs,
the immediate field has been made an option in every instruction. SCC determines whether the condition codes will be set. Memory access instructions use
SORCl to specify the index register and SORC2 to specify the offset; data is
exchanged with the register specified by DEST. One other format, which combines the last three fields to form a 19-bit PC-relative address, is used primarily
by the branch instructions.
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4. SPECIAL JiT.ATURES
The previously mentioned investigations indicate that procedure calls
amount to a large fraction of the execution time of typical high-level language
programs. RISe programs potentially have an even larger number of calls since
the complex instructions found in traditional architectures are implemented as
subroutines in RISe. Thus the procedure call must be as fast as possible.
The use of procedures involves two groups of time-consuming operations:
saving or restoring registers on each call or return, and passing parameters and
results to and from the procedure.

Since our measurements on high-level

language programs indicate that local scalars are the most frequent operands,
we also wanted to support the allocation of locals in registers. The chip area
saved by the simplicity of the control circuitry was devoted to an extra large set
of 32-bit registers. The processor allocates a new bank of registers for each procedure call by simply changing a hardware pointer, thus avoiding the overhead
of saving registers in memory. The return instruction resets the register bank
pointer to the previous value, which restores the old set of register values. There
are also ten "global" registers (rO through r9) that are always "visible".
In addition, subsequent registers banks used by different procedures overlap physically, thus parameters may be passed to a procedure without moving
any data. Every procedure sees four groups of registers (see Fig. 1). Registers
26 through 31 (HIGH) contain parameters passed from "above" the current procedu re . i.e .. the calling procedure. Registers 16 through 25 (LOCAL) are used for
the local scalar storage.

Registers 10 through 15 (LOW) are used for local

storage and parameters passed to the procedure "below" the current procedure. i.e . . the called procedure. On each procedure call a new set of registers.
named 10-31. is allocated. However. the LOW registers of the "caller" become
the the HIGH registers of the "callee" since they are physically the same. Thus.
without moving information. parameters in registers 10-15 appear in registers
25-31 in the called frame. Figure 1 illustrates this approach for the case where
procedure A calls procedure B which calls procedure e. Overall. this scheme
dramatically reduces the number of accesses to data memory.
Multiple register banks require a mechanism to handle the case when there
are no free banks available. RISe I has a separate register overflow stack in
memory and a stack pointer to it. Over flow and underflow are handled with a
trap to a software routine that adjusts that stack. Since this routine can save or
restore several banks of registers. the overflow / underflow frequency is based
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on the local variations in the depth of the stack rather than on the absolute
depth. The effectiveness of this scheme depends on the relative frequency of
overflows and undertlows; studies indicate that with eight register banks
overflow I underflow will occur in less than 1% of all calls.
In order to make the registers also available to variables accessed via
pointers, the registers are mapped into the regular memory address space. One
comparison can determine whether an address points to a register or to
memory. Since the only instructions to access memory are LOAD and STORE,
which already take an extra cycle, this feature can be added without reducing
performance any further.
Physical
137

#

Proc A
HIGHA

Proc B

Proc C

R31 A

132

R26A

131

R25A
LOCALA

122
121

R16A
LOWA/HIGHB

116

R15A

R31B

RIOA

R26 B
R25 B

LOCAL B

Rl6 B
LOWB/HIGHC

Rl5 B

R31 e

R10B

R26e
R25e

LOCALC

R16 e
R15 e

LOW c

R10e
9

R9A

R9 B

Rge

ROA

ROB

ROC

GLOBAL

°

Hgure 1. Usage of Three Overlapped Register Banks.
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Prefetching the next instruction during the execution of the current one
increases the performance of RISe I but introduces ditIiculties with branch
instructions. Several high-end machines have elaborate techniques to prefetch
the appropriate instruction after the branch

5,

but these techniques are too

complicated for a single-chip RISe. Our solution was to redefine jumps so that
they do not take etIect until after the followmg instruction; we refer to this as
the "delayed jump".
The delayed jump permits RISe I to always prefetch the next instruction
d uring the execution of the current instruction. The machine language code is
suitably arranged so that the desired results are obtained. Because RISe I is
des igned t o be programmed in high level languages, we will not burden the user
with this complexity; the "burden" will be carried by the programmers of the
compiler, op t imizer, and debugger.
Th e RISe I com piler includes an optimizer 6 that tries to rearrange the
seque nc e of instru c t ions to do something useful in the instruction after the
jump; if that is not possible, a NOP is inserted, and the jump will take two
instruc tion s. A sim ple optimizer that looks for a suitable instruction in the code
section be fore t he branch point does very well on unconditional branches
(rem oving about 90% of the NOP's) but can remove only about 20% of the NOP's
associated wi th condit ional branches.

Better results can be obtained if the

ins truc t ion at th e target of the jump is also considered. This technique can be
app lied to conditional branches if the target instruction modifies temporary
resou r ces; e.g . an instruction that only modifies the condition codes.

In a

benchmark run of quicksort this technique removed all NOP's except for those
that follow return instructions. In this case the number of "useless" instructions was reduced to less than ten percent.

5. MIGRO-ARCHITECTURE
The simplicity and regularity of RISe permits most instruction executions
to follow the same basic pattern: (1) read two registers. (2) perform an operation on them. and (3) store the result back into a register. Jum p, call. and
return instructions add a register (possibly pe) and an offset and store the
result into the appropriate pe latch. The load and store instructions violat e the
original constraints: in order to allow enough time for access of the main
memory, they add the index register and immediate offset during the first cycle,
and perform the memory access during an additional cycle.
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The micro-

architectures of the two implementations is determined by these characteristics.
The CPU can be subdivided naturally into the following functional blocks:
the register-tUe, the ALU, the shifter, a set of program counter (PC) registers,
the data I/O latches, the program status word (PSW) register, and control, which
contains the instruction register, instruction decoder, and internal clock circuits. Since two operands are required simultaneously, the register file needs at
least two independent busses and a two-port cell design. For speed, the registers are read from dynamically precharged bit lines. This requires the following
basic timing sequence: (1) register read, (2) arithmetic / logic / shift operations, (3) register write, and· (4) bus precharge for the next read. The cycle
time is determined by this sequence of operations . For the price of a third bus,
phase (4) can be eliminated: while the result is written back into the register file
by this extra bus, the two read busses are precharged for the following read
phase. This 3-phase scheme has been adopted in the Gold processor. The basic
organization with two read-only busses (A,B) and one write-only bus (C) is shown
in Figure 2.
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Hgure 2. The Data-Path of the Gold Ch:i:p.
During the evolution of the Gold RISC I design, it became apparent that a
three-bus register cell incurred a significant area penalty. Since a large fraction of the chip area is devoted to the register file, more attention was focused
on the design of a smaller bit cell. The classic six-transistor static RAM cell was
chosen for its compactness in the second, more ambitious Blue chip. Reading is
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accomplished by selectively discharging one of the two precharged bit line
busses. one of which carries data in complemented form. Contrary to commercially available static RAMs. no sense amplifiers are used. This yields a speed
penalty. since the bit cell must discharge a high capacitance bus, but provides a
two-port reading capability. Writing is accomplished by putting both the data
and its complement onto the two busses, as for a typical static RAM. The Blue

rusc

I design (Figure 3) was based on this two-bus, two-port register cell.
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..... HEM.
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Figure 3. The Data.-Path

0/ the

Blue Chip.

The smaller register cell leads to a considerable reduction in chip size.
There is also a significant performance improvement due to the shorter RC delay
in the polysilicon control lines running across the data path. Further improvements were made by allowing register writing to occur in parallel with the execution of the following instruction. The result of an operatiqn is stored in the
register file during the subsequent (arithmetic / logic / shift) operation phase.
If the result is needed immediately in the next instruction, a special internal for-

warding logic passes this value to the ALU /shifter. In effect, each instruction
now stretches over three machine cycles of four phases each: (I) Instruction
felch and decode; (II) register read, operate, and temporary latching of result;
(III) write result back into the register file.

In the Blue design, these three

operations are overlapped so that a new instruction begins every machine cycle
(except for LOAD and STORE instructions).
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6. IIIPLEIIENTATION
The layout and functional simulation of the Gold chip has been completed
and the chip has been submitted for fabrication. With layout rules with a A of 2
J,Lm, the chip size is 8 by 10 mm. The length of the chip is dominated by the data

path and the register banks. Only 78 instead of the desired 138 registers could
be fit into the permissible length of 10 mm that was given by the size of the cavity of the selected package. Control occupied only 6 % of the total chip area as
compared to the more than 50 % in typical commercial microprocessors. It fit
nicely into the corner left between the register file decoder and the ALU section
(see Fig. 4). While the actual instruction decoding PLA turned out to be much
smaller than expected, the wiring around this PLA got rather large and very
tight as the chip neared completion. The Blue chip has only the data-path completed. Because of the smaller register cell, it was possible to fit the full complement of 138 registers into the allowable 10 mm. The width of the data-path
has also been reduced and it is expected that the height of the chip will be less
than 6 mm. Control will take about the same absolute amount of space as in the
Gold chip.
In order to avoid the need for a package with an excessive number of pins,
both designs multiplex the address and data words through the same 32 I/O
pins. However, for the first prototype runs, both chips will be mounted in square
84-pin packages. Since the actual processor does not use more than about 50
pins, many of the extra pins have been devoted to testing. Important points of
the chip were wired up in a scan-in / scan-out manner to permit loading or examining almost the complete machine state at will. To shorten the scan length
through all these flip-fiops, five separate loops were used to access them from
the chip periphery. Power consumption for the Gold chip is estimated to be
between 1.2 and 1.9 Watts depending on the exact device parameters .
RISe I was designed using tools that performed graphic editing, checkplotting, design rule checking, layout rule checking, architectural simulation,
and switch-level simulation. These tools all run in our UNIX environment on a
VAX. 11/780 and are thus readily available to the designers. They all work with
the CIF 2.0 geometry description of the chip, - if necessary, with automatic format translation in the form of UNIX shell scripts. This reduced the characteristic psychological overhead that often stands in the way of the usage of such
tools. While many of the individual tools are still rather rudimentary, the collection of all of them together and their integration and ready availability add up to
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a good design environment.

This environment was further enhanced by the

extensive use of electronic mail between the designers. In addition, a special
electronic bulletin board was introduced for the RISC project to keep everybody
informed about progress and problems. A most important tool was certainly
'Caesar', the interactive graphics editor developed by John Ousterhout 7 in close
interaction with the users. Both chips were designed using only "Manhattan"
features and the simple and scalable Mead-Conway design rules.

7. EVALUATION

To evaluate the RISC concept and the specific architecture chosen, we compared it to other computers using a dozen 'C' programs. The 'C' compilers used
were very similar; the VAX and RISC compilers are both based on the UNIX Portable 'C' Compiler 8, and the one for the PDP-ll is based on the Ritchie 'C' compiler 9.
Our most detailed studies were done on "puzzle" and "qsort". "Puzzle",
developed by Forest Basket, is a recursive bin-packing program that solves a
three-dimensional puzzle. It displays many features of typical programs but has
only very few procedure calls; the nesting depth of the procedures reaches 20,
and there is a relatively large number of loops. "Qsort" is a recursive quicksort
program.

In our test runs, this program sorts 2600 fixed length character

!!trings. The somewhat unusual feature of this program is that it has a relatively
high incidence of memory references. The execution of this program results in
1713 multiplies and 1712 divides which are subroutines in RISC 1.
In a comparison of the static number of instructions and static size of programs we found that on the average RISC uses only two thirds more instructions
than the VAX and about two fifths more than the PDP-1!, in spite of the fact that
RISC I has only very simple instructions and addressing modes.

The most

surprising result was that the RISC programs were only about 50% larger than
the programs for the other machines even though code density optimization was
virtually ignored.
Our main goal for RISC I was to obtain good performance for h igh-level programs. The main performance comparison was based on the execution times of
these and other programs on various computers. While we could directly measure execution times on other machines, for RISC I we had to rely on simulation.
For these simulations the instruction set of Table 2 was used and a machine
cycle of 400 nanoseconds was assumed.
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This estimate is based on extensive

circuit simulation of the critical sections in our data path. which yield about 100
nsec to read one of 138 registers. 200 nsec to perform a 32-bit addition. and 100
nsec to store the result back into the register file.

Table 4.
RISe Program Size and Execution Times
Relative to a VAX 11/780 and a Z8000

Program Size (bytes)
RIse

Name

VAX

RISe
reI

Z8000

Execution Time (sees)
RIse
reI

RIse

VAX

RIse
reI

Z8000

RIse
reI

acker

208

120

1.73

238

0.87

3.2

5.1

.63

8.8

.36

qsort

644

436

1.48

648

0.99

0.8

1.8

.44

4.7

.17

puzzle(sub)

2468

1668

1.48

1612

1.53

4.7

9.5

.49

19.2

.24

puzzle(ptr)

2480

1700

1.46

1656

1.50

3.2

4.0

.80

7.5

.43

17368

14336

1.21

17500

0.99

5.1

5 .7

.89

22 .2

.23

132

100

1.32

242

0.55

6.8

12.2

.56

28.7

.24

3883

3060

1.1 ±.3

4 .0

6.4

.64 ±.2

15.2

.28 ±.1

sed

towers
Average

I

1.5 ±.2

3849

Table 4 shows the size and execution time of six 'C' programs on three
different computers.

The VAX 11/780 is a 32-bit Schottky-TTL minicomputer

with a 200 ns microcycle time; and the Z8002 is a 16-bit NMOS microprocessor
with a microcycle time of 250 ns. In comparison with the Z8002. which is using
only 16-bit addresses and data. RISC progra ms are typically 10% larger but run
about four times faster.

The byte-variable length of the VAX instructions

reduces program size by about a third; b ut. much to our surprise. for every 'C'
program that we have run. the RISC simulation has outperformed the VAX
11/780.
We can identify several contributing factors to this surprisingly high performance of RISC I. A strong contribution is due to the the overlapped banks of
registers 4. As indicated by the two benchmark programs used in Table 5. the
overlapped register banks have been effective in reducing the cost of using procedures. The puzzle and quicksort programs. discussed above, are highly recursive routines. Table 5 shows the maximum depth of recursion, the number of
register window overfiows and underflows, and the total number of words
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transferred between memory and the RISC CPU a! a result of the overflows and
underliows. It also shows the memory tratTic due to saving and restoring registers in the VAX. For this simulation we assumed that half of the registers are
!aved on an overflow and half are restored on an underflow. We find that for
RISC I on the average only 0.37 words are transferred to memory per procedure
invocation in the puzzle program. while this number is 0.07 for quicksort. On
the VAX these numbers are 20.7 words and 12.6 words. respectively. In other
terms. note that half of the data memory references in "qsort" are the result of
the call/return overhead of the VAX.

Table 5.
Memory Traffic Due to Call/Return
Calls +
Returns

puzzJe(ptr)
quicksort

" metrs

Maximum
Nested
Depth

RISC I
overflows +
underflows

43k

20

124

0.7?

l11k

LO

64

8.0?

Data Memory Traffic
RISC I
VAX
I/: words
I/: words
Bk

444k

0 .8?

28.0?

4k

696k

1.0';

50.0?

The multiple register banks in RISC I have provoked the allocation of variables from memory into registers. The static frequencies of RISC I instructions
for nine typical C programs show that less than 20% of the instructions are loads
and stores while more than 50% of the instructions are register-to-register. In
traditional machines. generally 30 to 50% of the instructions access data
memory with not more than 20% of the instructions being register-to-register 10.
This indicates that RISC I requires a lower number of the slower off-chip memory
accesses. It also indicates that complex addressing modes are not necessary to
obtain an effective machine. The reduced number of off-chip memory accesses.
is a key to the improved performance of RISC.
Another reason why RISC is outperforming the VAX is that the existing 'C'
compilers for the VAX are not able to exploit the existing architecture
effectively. The complexity of the hardware of most modern computers has outpaced the abilities of present-day compilers. The RISC I architecture. on the
other hand. is so simple that even a straightforward compiler is effective. Comparisons of hand-optimized assembler-level programs show indeed a smaller performance difference between the VAX 11/780 and RISC.
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B. CONCLUSIONS
From our limited experience, based on the results of a few, small programs,
it appears that the Reduced Instruction Set Computer shows a promising way of
processor design. We have taken out most of the complexity of modern computers without sacrificing much in code density and even gaining in performance.
These simplifications have not reduced the functionality of RISC; the chosen subset of instructions can easily emulate more complex machines.
The overlapped register banks make a significant contribution towards the
performance of our architecture.

They etTectively provide the function of a

cache to alleviate the impact of the speed mismatch of the internal on-chip circuitry in the processor and the cycle times of external memory parts. As VLSI
technology advances and the speed mismatch increases, such a register file or
cache will become even more important. For the same reason, the RISC I architecture also requires an instruction cache to work with full efficiency.
While RISC I has substantially reduced the number of data accesses in all
programs, the number of instruction accesses has increased. This is due in part
to the number of NOP's executed and in part to the inefficient encoding of RISC I
instructions. It is clear that successors to RISC I will have to address the issue
of code density.
The dramatically reduced size of the control section of RISC I increases
overall regularity of the chip and thus reduces the amount of time spent on layout.

Thus RISC type processors will have a significantly shorter development

cycle and are more likely to emerge without design flaws.
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Discussion

Professor Randell asked if the RISC project study had been
connected with the History of Computing Course; the speaker said that
it had not, but agreed that it would be desirable.

The "register window" scheme raised a number of queries.
Professor Tanenbaum felt that the finite number of registers
implemented would cause additional complexity in compilers (the only
"good" - numbers being zero, one or infinity!). Professor Coulouris
suggested making the number of parameters an additional argument for
the procedure call, but Professor Sequin felt that the additional
complexity would not give enough performance improvement. Comparison
of the projected performance of RISC I with the VAX was also
questioned; Professor Coulouris pointed out that the C compiler for
the VAX was not technologically advanced, while Professor Randell
asked whether the hardware technology was comparable. The speaker
felt that, on the whole, the comparison was not unfair.
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COMMUNICATION COMPONENTS FOR
MULTIPROCESSOR NETWORKS
C.R. Sequin and R. fuji:moto
Computer Science Division
Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences
Univers~ty of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

ABSTRACT
VLSI will soon make general purpose computing systems composed of thousands of processors economically feasible. Efficient
inter-processor communication is one of the crucial issues in such
a system. Present-day single-chip computers are inadequate to be
interconnected into large, closely coupled, cooperative networks of
arbitrary. topology. A significant amount of additional circuitry is
typically required to interface external communication links to the
internal processor bus. It is clearly desirable to also exploit VLSI
technology for the construction of a robust communications system of enough flexibility to cover a large range of applications,
sizes and topologies of multiprocessor networks.
The constraints of high-bandwidth communication networks
for multiprocessor arrays built from VLSI components will be
explored. A proposal will be made for a set of universal building
blocks that permit the construction of arbitrary networks of high
bandwidth, providing the modularity needed for incremental
expansibility. The proposed VLSI components are independent of a
particular application or the type of microprocessors employed.
They support message based communication over dedicated time
multiplexed links. Separating the communication parts from the
actual user processors provides greater flexibility and permits
construction of heterogeneous networks using many different
microprocessors.

International Seminar on the Teaching 0/ Computing Science:
Very Large Scale Integration
Newcastle upon Tyne, England, Sept. 8-11, 1981.
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1. INTRODULlION

VLSI has made general purpose computing systems composed of thousands
of processors economically feasible . The processors, however, constitute only a
portion of the entire system. The communications system that interconnects
the processors is of crucial importance for the exploitation of concurrent processing.

The capabilities and performance of the communications SUbsystem

will, at least in part, determine the range of applications which can be successfully mapped onto the multiprocessor. Thus, a flexible and robust communications mechanism is needed for a "general purpose" computer.
On

the

other

hand,

the

communications

hardware

must

not

cost

signiflcantly more than the processors. This would nullify the economic advantages derived from exploiting microprocessor technology. This paper discusses
issues in the design of universal VLSI components to be used as the building
blocks for high-bandwidth communications networks suitable for a wide variety
of multiprocessors.

These switching components are designed with rugged

interfaces

they

so

that

can

be

plugged together

in

arbitrary

network

configurations and still provide basic information forwarding in an etIicient
manner.

A modular building block approach offers incremental expansibility

and flexibility with respect to the network topologies that can be realized.
The system envisioned consists of two, not necessarily two-dimensional.
domains as shown in Figure 1. The communications domain is constructed by
wiring the modular VLSI communications components (C) into some arbitrary
topology. Under normal operations, it handles all interprocessor communications in a fairly autonomous manner. Attached to this communications domain
are the processors {F} dedicated primarily to the user's computations. The
types of processors used in this second domain may vary depending on the
application, but the interface to the communications domain must be standardized. At most one processor is attached to each node of the communications
system.
A seperation of communications and computations into two seperate
domains offers several advantages. First, it relieves the processors of much of
the overhead associated with communications. It also allows the design of special hardware optimized for communications functions.

Development of this

hardware can proceed concurrently with the development of suitable processor
architectures tailored for special functions or applications. This paper will deal
with a VLSI implementation of the communications domain.

Jilgure 1. Separation of a multiprocessor into a communications
domain {C} rrnd a processor doma.in {P}.

2. A IDGH-BANDWIDTII CO.M.MUNICATIONS SYSTEM
Some applications envisioned for multiprocessors (e. g. circuit simulation
and signal processing) typically require more bandwidth than traditional local
network hardware (e. g. rings or ethernet-like bus structures) can provide.
Because of such high-bandwidth requirements, this paper will focus on local networks using a large number of dedicated links. The communications system is
designed to support high-bandwidth, low-latency communications among a large
number (thousands) of processors.
Required properties of such a communications system include unrestricted
network topology, modularity, incremental expansibility, decentralized control
(for fault tolerance), and ability to automatically recover from certain classes of
failures. The system is not meant to be used, however, in applications subject to
adverse environments where frequent component failures or high error rates
are expected.
One might note the similarity between the component described here and
an ARPANET IMP 1. It is therefore not surprising that many problems associated
with loosely coupled computer networks (e. g. routing, flow control, etc.) also
appear here. However, this design is not merely a scaled down version of the
ARPANET. The key differences arise from the aim at higher bandwidth and lower
latency, intrinsically lower error and failure rates within the communications
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hardware. and the envisioned implementation in VLSI.
A general purpose switching component suitable for the implementation of
a large variety of network topologies is a very attractive VLSI component. since
it can expect a very large market. A single-chip implementation is preferable.
since it minimizes the propagation delay penalties associated with off-chip communications . This imposes certain constraints on the design. at least for the
near future. namely a limited number of pins (say 80) and transistors (say
100.000) . The former implies restrictions on the number of ports for each component. while th€ latter restricts the amount of internal buffer space and the
complexity of the routing and error recovery functions that can be implemented.

Furthermore. power dissipation is limited to a few watts and implies

that the total I/O bandwidth of each chip is strictly bounded. This maximum
bandwidth of data transfer through the chip periphery must be shared among
the existing communications ports.

3. TOP-DOWN VIEW OF THE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM:

3. 1. Message Based Communication
The communications domain studied in this paper is a message based. circuit switched network. Sending a message involves establishing a circuit (i. e. a
virtual path) to the destination processor. sending data (which may consist of
several logical messages). and finally tearing down the circuit. Once a path is
set up. data travels from node to node along this established path - in contrast
with packet switched networks in which packets of a single message may travel
along different paths to reach the destination. This avoids the overhead of making routing decisions every time data is sent. The commonly used analogy for
such a mechanism is a telephone call in which one sets up a circuit by dialing a
phone number. exchanges an arbitrary amount of information. and then hangs
up. As with

Ll

phone call. data need not be transmitted for the circuit to remain

intact.
Each processor has a fixed number of circuits associated with it. Half of
these (called output circuits) are for sending messages. and the other half
(input circuits) are for receiving.

A circuit is set up by sending a message

header with routing information on an output circuit not in use. The communications domain sets up a path to the destination processor and forwards any
data following the header along this same path. Data can immediately follow the
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message header without an end-to-end handshake (i. e. in network terminology.
the mechanism is a fast-select circuit switch). An output circuit remains logically connected to an input circuit on a remote node until the processor sends a
special tagged message trailer that tears down the circuit.
The communications system provides only a data transport facility. Except
for the header and trailer information. all data passes uninterpreted. Error
checking and retransmission are left to an end-to-end protocol. This is justified
by the extremely low error rates reported in local computer networks such as
Ethernet 2.

3.2. The Circuits
The

communications domain is modelled as a simple, connected graph.

Nodes and edges represent communications components and links respectively.
A circuit from one processor to another corresponds to a path in this graph.
Two distinct paths (say from node A to B and from C to D in Figure 2) may simultaneously use a common edge. Thus. the link associated with that edge must be
multiplexed between the two paths. and provisions must be made to ensure that
data from A is sent to B, and not to D.

F1gure 2. Two paths multiplexed through the same link.

Each physical link is divided into some fixed number of unidirectional channels (say 32, i. e. 16 in each direction). Each channel can carry data for one circuit (i. e. one path). Thus, a circuit from one node to another consists of a
sequence of channels. one for each link in the path between the two nodes. The
circuit from A to B in Figure 2 for example, might use channel
then

II

5 to get to Y. and finally

II

0 to get to B.
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II

3 to get to X.

When node X sends data to node Y. the latter must determine which channel
node X is using. Two commonly used techniques for providing this information
are. among others:

(1) Divide the link into a fixed number of "time slots". and statically assign
each time slot to a channel (e. g. the first time slot might be assigned to
channel

#

D. the second to channel

# 1.

etc.). The time slot on which the

data arrives identifies the channel which sent it.
(2)

Precede the data with a channel number identifying the channel it is being
sent on. In this scheme. the link is allocated to channels by some demanddriven scheduling algorithm.

In the first scheme. the link is effectively divided into a number of lower
bandwidth links. The sum of these bandwidths is equal to that of the physical
link. If a channel does not have data to send. its allocated bandwidth is wasted.
In addition. latency is increased. since each channel has to wait for its turn to
send a unit of data. In the second scheme. the entire bandwidth of the link is
allocated to channels upon "demand". i. e. as they have data to send. For these
reasons. demand-driven time multiplexing will be used here.
As noted above. channels allow messages on different circuits to time-share
the physical links. thus reducing the latency for individual messages. In addition. this sharing increases hardware utilization. The situation is analogous to
process management in a multiprogrammed operating system.

The CPU (or

here. the link) is time multiplexed among processes (channels) waiting to execute (send data). In the operating system. the delay to complete execution of a
process increases as there are more processes competing for use of the CPU.
Similarly. the delay seen by each channel increases as more channels compete
for use of the link. On the other hand. since not all channels will always have
data to send. one would like to have enough channels to keep the link from
becoming idle. In the operating system analogy. this is equivalent to saying one
would like to have enough processes to keep the processor busy. Initial studies
indicate that 16 channels might be a reasonable compromise between these
conflicting goals. however. more studies aimed at specific applications are
necessary to verify this result.
In order to "link together" the channels corresponding to a circuit. each
node maintains "translation tables",

There is one translation table for each

input port of a node, Each entry of the translation table consists of two fields:
an output port. anc;. the number of a channel on that port, When data arrives on
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an input channel (say channel

# 3),

entry 3 of the translation table for that port

is read, yielding the output port and the number of the channel the data is to be
forwarded on.
Thus, setting up a circuit corresponds to allocating channels and updating
translation tables along the path from source to destination. This task is performed by a communications processor, called the routing controller, residing
in each node.

3.3. The Switches
The VLSI component residing at each node of the communications network
has three or more ports that each accommodate a link to a neighboring node. It
also contains some fixed amount of buffer memory, book-keeping tables, and
control logic. The translation tables logically link incoming and outgoing channels, and thus establish the various paths through the node. Initially, all translation tables specify that data is to be sent to the local routing controller. When a
new message is sent to the routing controller, the message header is analyzed to
read the destination, the proper output port is determined with the use of some
routing algorithm, an output channel is allocated, and the translation table is
updated. Subsequent data is then forwarded without intervention by the routing
controller. Similarly, when the circuit is torn down, the channel is released, and
the corresponding translation table entry is reset to point to the routing controller.

3.4. Optimum Number of Ports
As mentioned in the previous section, the maximum transmission rate from
each node is limited to some fixed value (say 1 unit of bandwidth) given by the
allowable power dissipation in each node. If each node has p ports, each can
emit only 1/ p units of bandwidth, or equivalently, the latency associated with
sending a message of some given size is proportional to p. It will be assumed
that there is one processor attached to each node in the communications network, using up one of these p ports.
Suppose that for some application, a given node, say X, must communicate
with M other nodes (say nodes 1,2,' .. M).

The average distance (i. e. hop

count) from X to each of these M nodes is
_

H

1 11

= -2:~
M
\=1
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where

~

is the number of edges traversed in the shortest path from X to i. For

simplicity. assume H is as small as possible for a given topology (i. e. nodes are
clustered around X as tightly as possible). and that traffic from X is uniformly
distributed among the M nodes. Increasing p will reduce the average distance.
but at the cost of slower links . Conversely. reducing p implies faster links. but
longer distances .
The average distance. H. is clearly dependent on the topology of the network.

In general. the more redundancy (i. e. distinct paths between pairs of

nodes) there is. the larger

H

will be (assuming constant. p). For the purposes of

t.his paper. t.opology is characterized by a function. m (i) (i

=1.2.... .k).

with

A:

M=2.:m(i) and m{i) equal to the number of nodes (of the original M) whose
\=1

minimum length path to X is exactly i hops . Since each node has p -1 ports for
communicating with other nodes (one port leads to the processor attached to
that node). m (1) =p -1. Two abstract cases shall be discussed here:

(1)

m(i)=m(i-1)+(p-l)

(2)

m(i)=(p-2)xm(i-1)

i=2 ....• k

The first represents regular two-dimensional lattices (see Figure 3) and the
second trees. Note that the latter case gives minimal H for any topology with p
ports per node.

(b)

(0)

Flgure 3. Two regular two-dimensional graphs. (a) p =4. (b) P =5.
The average latency to send a message of some fixed length is proportional
to p

xH.

Asymptotic values for p

xH

as a function of M (the number of nodes

communicated with) will now be derived.
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Given such an abstract topology. we can treat M as a function of the continuous variable r. the minimum distance of a node from node X (previously.
m(i) was a function of the discrete variable i). As M grows to infinity. mer) is
asymptotically equivalent to m (i). With this perspective.

H is no longer a sum.

but rather an integral. Thus we have

H

1 R

= -f
r
Me

R

m(r)dr

with

M =

J m(r)dr
e

And the two cases disussed above reduce to:

(1)

m(r)={p-1)r

(2)

m(r)={p-1){p-2)r-l
Evaluation of the above integrals for the two cases results in the following

equations for delay (i. e. Hp):
(1)

Hp=-Vmp~Trll

( 2) Hp

=pR(p _2)R

with

(p -2)R -1
R

_

P
In{p -2)

=In[m (p -2)ln(p -2)+p -l]-ln(p -1)
In{p -2)

Analysis of these formulas shows smaller delays for small p. indicating that
reducing the hop count by increasing the number of ports does not adequately
offset the lost bandwidth per port. Both argue in favor of a communications
component with relatively few ports. say from 4 to 6. Case 2. because of the
lower hop count averages for tree structured networks and the absence of
redundant paths. will always give lower delays than case 1. a result already
discovered by other researchers 3.
The above derivation assumes that each node communicates an equal
amount of information with every other node. In practice. one would try to map
his problem onto the multiprocessor to maximize locality of communications.
Thus, traffic between neighboring nodes should be weighted much more heavily.

If one takes this into account. further support is given toward the use of a few
high-bandwidth links rather than many slower links.

4. KEY FUNCTIONS OF THE SWITCHING COMPONENTS

4.1. Routing

A rouling algorithm is necessary to select a path between communicating
nodes. The routing function for node i, Ri.' can be described as:

Messages destined for node DN are forwarded by node i to neighbor node NN.
Since no specitlc topology is assumed , Ri is implemented as a lookup table
(called the routing table). Each entry must be log2P bits, where p is the number
of ports in each node . When the network is large, the routing table will be excessively large, since its length must equal the number of nodes in the network.
This subsection discusses techniques for reducing the size of this tabl e .
A common technique is to use hierarchial names and multiple routing
tables per node . An examplE. of this is the telephone system in which names
(telephone numbers) consist of an area code and a seven digit number. When a
call to a number with a different area code is made, the area code is first used
to route the call to the correct area, and then the phone number is used to
locate the tlnal destination.

Conceptually, routing could be performed as fol-

lows:

(1) If the area code of the destination matches that of the router, then the
seven digit number is used to locate the next node via a "neighborhood"
routing table.
(2)

If the area code does not match that of the node doing the routing. then the

area code is used to look up the next node via an "area code" routing table.
The remaining seven digits in the number are not examined.
Thus. a two-level naming hierarchy is used along with a routing table for each
level. Such a scheme reduces the table sizes by grouping nodes which are far
away into a single entry in the "area code" routing table.
One c a n easily extend this principle to an arbitrary number of levels . To
determine the minimum storage space required for routing tables in such a
hierarchial scheme. let there be l levels of routing tables, with gi entries in the
level i table. The object is to minimize g 1
N

=gIg 2 . . . gl'

+ g2 + ... + g, subject to constant

the number of nodes in the network. It is easy to show that this

sum is minimized for
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91 = 92 = ... = 9, = e

and

l

=In N,

where e is approximately 2.718. Thus, to minimize the table size in each node,
there should be many levels with few entries in each level 4.

4.2. Buffering
Each message passed into the communications domain is subdivided (by
the sender) into some numt.H"r of fixed length packets. These packets form the
unit of data transmitted by links of the communications domain.

Due to

confiicts when distinct packets simultaneously require the use of the same link,
buffering is required in each node. Because the amount of buffer space is necessarily limited, the communications component must have some strategy for
buffer management.
The buffer management problem can be characterized as follows: Many
different circuits passing through the same communications component will
simultaneously have packets stored in this component's buffers. A mapping is
thus required to map each channel to the buffers holding packets for that channel. This is necessary so that the packets can be found when it is time to forward them. In addition, when a new packet arrives, a buffer must be found to
place it in. From this perspective, the buffer management problem is somewhat
analogous to the management of a cache memory, where a program (or here,
channel) owns blocks of main memory (packets) which are mapped to pages in
the cache (buffers). As in cache memory design, there are three well known
schemes (or performing this mapping:
(1)

direct mapping

(2)

set associative mapping

(3)

fully associative mapping
The three schemes are distinguished by the amount of buffer sharing sup-

ported. In the direct mapping scheme (minimal sharing), each channel is given
sole access to the buffers which that channel maps to. This is the case when
each channel has its own FIFO queue of buffers. The set associative scheme
(moderate sharing) allows each channel to use a larger set of buffers, but it is no
longer given sole access to them. For instance, all of the channels of a single
port might be allocated a fixed set of buffers which these channels compete for,
but which channels from other ports may not use . In the fully associative
scheme (maximal sharing), each node has a centralized pool of buffers which all
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channels share.

In turn, these three schemes offer an increasing degree of

buffer sharing, and thus improved hardware utilization, but at the cost of added
complexity. If the buffers are large (and due to limited chip area, are necessarily few), it will pay to use a more sophisticated control mechanism in order to
be able to average the need for buffers over a larger number of channels.

4-.3.

nOlf

Control

Here, flow control refers to the mechanism which controls the transmission
of data packets along the path to their destination. Flow control is necessary to:
(1)

ensure that data is not lost due to lack of free buffer space in any communications component,

(2)

ensure that a receiving processor is not inundated with data,

(3)

prevent a channel from "hogging" most of the buffers in a node (whi8h
would impede traffic on other channels using that node).
The buffer hogging problem is important in the event that the destination

cannot accept packets as quickly as they arrive. In this case, packets will "back
up" along the path to the destination, much like the way cars back up on a congested freeway . Without provisions to prevent buffer hogging, many, or even all of
the buffers in the nodes along the path leading up to this destination will become
allocated to this backed up traffic, needlessly blocking other traffic. It should
be noted that the direct mapping scheme, and to a lesser extent the set associative scheme, automatically provide protection against buffer hogging, since they
inherently restrict buffer sharing.

All three schemes however, need some

mechanism to ensure that data is not lost when buffers are not available.
The simplest flow control across a link is provided by a send/ acknowledge
protocol. If a buffer is not available for a packet, or if the receiver chooses not
to allocate another buffer to the channel associated with the packet, the packet
is discarded and a negative acknowledge returned. The sender should then try
to send a packet from another circuit over a different channel. Such a scheme
was implemented in the original X-Tree switch, where each byte was acknowledged as it was sent over the link 5,6.
In the send/acknowledge scheme, the sender transmits a packet and then
waits for the acknowledge. Negative acknowledgements thus entail wasted link
bandwidth which grows in proportion to the packet size. In addition, one would
like to be able to send a second packet on a channel without waiting for an
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acknowledgment of the first. Allowing multiple unacknowledged packets to be
pending over the link adds a considerable amount of complexity to the port.
An alternative approach is to implement the buffer allocation policy for a

node remotely in its neighboring nodes. For example. each port of a node can
maintain a table telling how many buffers are allocated on each channel of the
link going out to its neighbor.

With this information. the sender can decide

which channel should send the next packet. and packets can be sent one aftt;;c
another without fear of there not being sufficient buffer space in the receiver.
Maintaining this status information remotely will require a certain amount of
link overhead however.

The fact that a buffer has been freed up must be

reported back to the transmitter. With a larger packet size and in a situation of
heavy traffic (implying many negative acknowledgments). this overhead will be
less than the lost bandwidth in the previous scheme.

5. A .MINI:MAL COMPLEXITY COMMUNICATIONS COMPONENT
The simplest component of the type discussed in this paper has only three
ports. and thus requires only a limited amount of buffer space and control logic.
The design of such a "Y-component" and its use to form networks of various
topologies has been studied 7.
Since this component has only three ports. it is not possible to attach a
computation processor to each one. as the resulting topology would then be constrained to a ring. Instead, each node of the communications network is composed of several Y-components. Studies indicate that the performance penalty
due to increased hop count is a factor of from 2 to 3 for binary tree topologies
using 1 or 2 extra links for fault tolerance. and somewhat less for the regular
two-dimensional topologies shown in figure 3 7 .
This Y-component design uses a set associative buffer management scheme.
Each link is assigned a fixed number of buffers equal to the number of input
channels supported by the link (here. 16). Channel i is allowed access to buffers
i, i+l . i+2, and i+3 (aU sums are taken modulo 16). When a packet arrives on

channel i, it is placed in one of these four buffers. Thus, four different channels
share the use of each buffer.
A remote buffer management scheme like that described above is used for
flow control. Each Y-component's buffers are managed by its neighboring nodes.
When a component sends a packet, it not only specifies the number of the channel the packet is being sent on. but also the buffer the receiving component is to
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use. The receiver will, some time later, forward the packet and report back to
the sender that

th~

butTer is again available for another packet.

When a packet arrives in an input port's butTer, it must be forwarded by the
appropriate output port. In order to accomplish this, each output port polls the
bufIers and translation tables of the other two input ports in the Y-component to
locate packets destined for it. When such a packet is found, the output port forwards it and marks the bufIer empty so that the neighbor which sent the packet
can be notified.
This Y-component was designed to explore some of the issues presented
above.

It is estimated that such a component would require roughly 100,000

transistors.

6. OTHER ISSUES AND FUTURE WORK
As mentioned earlier, the system envisioned is similar to a loosely coupled
computer network.

Thus, many of the problems (and some of the solutions)

found there are also applicable here. A few of these will be discussed in this section.
in loosely coupled networks, a great deal of attention is paid toward ensuring the integrity of messages (via parity or CRC checks, etc.) The attitude taken
here is that since extremely low error rates can be expected, the error recovery
mechanism should be pushed to an end-to-end level. This reduces the complexity of the communications component significantly, and improves the efiective
throughput in the "no error" case. The delay associated with transmitting a
message can be reduced significantly if forwarding begins as the data arrives, i.
e. before the last byte of the packet is received. Such a scheme makes recovery
from transmission errors at the link level all but impossible, since 'p art of the
erroneous packet has already been forwarded to another node when the error is
detected (at the end of the message). This problem is avoided if error checking
is left to an end-to-end protocol. Hardware support should be employed in the
computation processor to keep these end-to-end checks from degrading performance.
Much work needs to be done in the area of fault tolerance. If a communications component fails, routing tables need to be updated, and broken message
paths need to be restored.

The rerouting must be done in a manner that

ensures loops are not introduced. Some of the work in rerouting strategies in
computer networks is, of course, applicable here

4, B.

One must also safeguard

the network against stde messages addressed to non-existant or unreachable
nodes.
Finally, another important area of research is congestion control. Here,
congestion control refers to a mechanism of dynamically distributing traffic
over the communications links to avoid bottlenecks. Alternate paths for routing
messages to destination nodes are necessary, as well as a means of monitoring
traffic tQ detect congested links.

7. CONCLUSIONS

A VLSI communications component with from 3 to 6 ports makes an attractive building block for constructing large systems of closely coupled microcomputers. The performance of this component plays an important role in determining the overall performance of the system. The performance will depend on
the total bandwidth, which is primarily determined by packaging technology,
and on effective buffering and forwarding policies.

The latter depends on the

amount of buffer space and the complexity of the control logic.
An overview and analysis of some of the issues involved in the design of such
a

component:

routing,

buffer management,

flow

control,

etc.,

has

been

presented, and a simple component with 3 ports has been discussed. A forthcoming paper will describe a more generalized design suitable for a component
with more than three ports. Given that chips with 100,000 transistors are now
commercially feasible, and chips with 500,000 transistors are not far away, the
implementation of such communication components with thousands of bytes of
buffer space is clearly possible today.
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Discussion
The scheme for communication within the X-Tree system led to
some rliscussion of the relative merits of busses and dedicated links.
Professor Katzenelson referred to the higher bandwidth achievable
with a bus structure: Professor Sequin argued that al though this
might he true currently, advances in the technology would change the
balance.

Professor Coulouris pointed out that, as the storage per
processor was fixed in size there would need to be software
components in each processor to handle distributed data. The speaker
agreeri, but felt that this was not to difficult to provide.
The balance between simulation of designs and laboratory
prototypes implemented in MSI was considered briefly.
Professor Sequin agreed with Katzenelson that simulation results
were not 31wavs worth the effort, and many of the communication
models they had used could be analysed in closed form.
Professor Randell said that some (like Sussman at MIT) might argue
that it W3S faster to build a prototype chip than an MSI model.

Professor Tanenbaum questioned whether most application
problems would be able to take advantage of such orders of
concurrency, with thousands of processors active. The speaker was
confident that image analysis was one such area, but agreed that
there might be a limited class of applications suited to a general
purpose 8.rrav. Professor Whitfield objected that we seemed to be
introrlucing novel computer architectures without any clear ideas as
to how to program them. We needed a programming philosophy (perhaps
functional programmj_ng?) suited to VLSI. Professor Sequin agreed,
and concluded by saying that he was interested in offering some new
components - i t was his hope that others would consider a top-down
approach to their use.
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